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DESIGN OF A STEEL GRAND-STAND.
The demand for fire proof and otherwise more dependable
structures has encreased greatly during the past few years. This
is the natural outgrowth of the popular demand for the safety of
the public. Structural failures in the past have resulted very
disasterously, financially and otherwise, and at present every
precaution is being taken to guarantee safety to any and all
participants in public gatherings. Inasmuch as there are approx-
imately from five to ten thousand persons gathered at different
times throughout the year to witness athletic exhibitions at the
University of Illinois, it would be economical to build, for
their benefit, a grand-stand, which shall be, (1) fire proof,
(2) safe, (3) cheap in first cost and upkeep. Here in is offered
the design of such a structure.
An all steel grand-stand is chosen because, for many
reasons, it is preferable to reinforced concrete. At this point
all materials must be shipped in for either kind of structure and
freight charges on steel will be less than on materials for
reinforced concrete. Therefore, local conditions favor the erection
of a steel structure. In the majority of cases a steel grand-stand
will be better because (1) it is easier to erect, (2) its first
cost is less, (3) it permits of more adequate inspection both
during and after construction.
The design offered here is for a grand-stand to be
placed on the west side of Illinois Field. In order to afford a
view for the spectators in the upper deck it is necessary to place
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the front of the stand approximately fifty feet from the odge of
the grid-iron. This permits only those in the lower deck to have a
view of the running track which encircles the foot ball field. The
attendence at track meets is never large enough to necessitate the
use of the upper deck. The main deck is 356 ft. long and 56 ft. deep
and rises to a height of 20 feeo. It is supported on transverse
seat beams spaced 8 feet centre to centre; these are supported
on columns spaced approximately 11 feet 2 inches apart. The upper
deck covers the front half of the roof which is 56 feet wide and
runs the entire length of the stand. It is supported on transverse
trusses, spaced 16 feet centre to centre, which in turn are sup-
ported in the rear by built up columns and in front by longitudinal
trusses. These longitudinal trusses are 48 feet long and are sup-
ported at their ends by built up columns. This arrangement reduces
the number of columns which would obstruct the view of those in
the lower deck. The slope of the seats in the upper deck is
approximately 1 in 2, the top of the upper deck being 14 feet 2
inches above the bottom, thus making the entire structure 40 feet
8 inches high. A passageway 6 feet wide and feet 6 inches wide
is left at the top and bottorr respectively of the upper deck.
These lead to stairways whicl lead to the /round. The aisles are
3 feet wide in either deck and are spaced 33 feet centre to centre.
This allows a section between aisles 30 feet wide. A space 18
inches wide is allowed to each person thus making tiers of twenty
seats between aisles. There are 11 rows of seats in the upper deck,
each 2 feet deep in the clear, and 24 rows in the lower deck, each
2 feet 4 inches deep in the clear. With thiB arrangement the seating
capacity of the lower deck is 4848 and of the upper deck 2222,
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making a total seating capacity of 7070.
In designing the stand, dead load, live load, and wind
load were considered. It is not necessary to consider snow load
because the combination of live load and snow load will never
occur and therefore the larger of the two, which is the live load,
will govern the design. A dead load of 20 pounds per square foot
of horizontal projection over the parts not subject to live load
was assumed. Later computations snowed this to be too high. The
dead load over the parts subject to live load was assumed at 50
pounds per square foot of horizontal projection. This was also
too high but neither of the assumptions were so far incorrect
as to cause a new design. Assuming the average person to weigh
150 pounds, the live load would be 50 pounds per square foot of
horizontal projection. The design was based on a live load of
100 pounds per square foot of horizontal projection, thus
allowing a coefficient of 100$ for impact. The wind load was
computed from the Straight Line formula with a pressure of 50
pounds per square foot on a vertical plane. With the wind "right"
no vertical component is acting and the entire 30 pounds per
square foot is assumed to be acting on the vertical projection
of the upper deck. It is assumed that the entire horizontal
component of the wind is taken by the rear column and transferred
by it into the seat beam of the lower deck. These beams must
necessarily be anchored in concrete at their lower end.
The entire structure, with the exception of the seats
and roof, is to be of steel. The seats are to be of slag concrete
except their wearing surface. The roof shall be a tar and gravel
roof. The footings for the columns shall be made of ordinary
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crushed lime-stone concrete and are to have sufficient area to
produce soil pressure of not greater than 4 tons per square foot.
Ketchun^s "General Specifications for Steel Mill
Buildings" were used in this design. The following unit stresses
are allowed by these specifications :
-
Tension - 16000 pounds per square inch on net Bection.
Compression - 16000-70- pounds per square inch, where
r
"1" is the length of the member in inches and "r" is its
least radius of gyration.
Shear on rivets - 11000 pounds per square inch.
Bearing on rivetB - 22000 " " " "
.
All rivets are to be - in diameter. Field rivets are considered
8
as having two-thirds the value of shop rivets.

ESTIMATE OF COST
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The estimated cost of the grand-stand herein designed
is as follows :-
678500 pounds of steel @ 3^ per pound $ 23,747.50
300 cubic yards of slag concrete @ $10.00 3,000.00
100 " " footing " @ | 6.00 600.00
105.5 squares of roof © $7.00 738.00
1680 feet of ll inch gas pipe § ll<f 185.00
TOTAL $ 28,270.50

TABLE I
STRESSES IN TRANSVERSE TRUSS
(6
Member Dead
Load
.
Wind
Loft.
Wind
Right
Live Load Maximum Minimum
Whole. Half.
x - 1 -13500 -9500 -2300 -4300 +7000 -27100 -6300
x - 3 -12300 -9500 -2300 -4300 +7000 -26100 -5300
x - 5 -11300 -9500 -2300 -4300 +7000 -25100 -4300
x - 6 -10300 -9500 -2300 -4300 +7000 -24100 -3300
x - 8 - 5200 -4200 -2100 -3800 + 6300 -13200 + 1100
x -10 - 4300 -3200 -2100 -3100 +9000 -10600 +4700
x -12 - 300 -2200 -1400 +3300 +14100 - 2500 +13800
x -14 +12100 -1100 +24300 +24300 +36400 +11000
x -16 + 810C +16200 +16200 +24300 + 8100
y - i +12000 +12500 -4700 + 3900 -6300 +28400 - 1000
y - 3 + 9600 +9700 -4700 + 3900 -6300 +23200 - 1400
y - 7 + 5200 +4200 -4700 + 3900 -6300 -13300 - 5800
y - 9 + 3600 +2700 -4200 +2600 -7600 + 8900 - 8200
y -11 + 200 +1800 -3100 -2800 -9900 + 2000 -13000
y -13 -10100 -1600 -17700 -20300 -32000 -10100
y -15 - 6800 - 850 -13500 -13400 -21500 - 6800
y -16 - 6800 - 850 -13500 -13400 -21500 - 68001-2 - 2100 -2500 - 4600 - 21002-3 + 2300 +2800 + 5100 + 23003-4 - 4100 -5000 - 9100 - 41004-5 + 2300 +2800 + 5100 + 2300
5 - 6 - 2100 -2500 - 4600 - 21004-7 + 4600 +5600 +10200 + 46006-7 + 6800 +8300 +15100 + 68007-8 - 4400 -3400 + 1000 -2900 -3200 -11000 - 34008-9 + 4700 + 7,700 -1200 +3100 +3400 +11800 + 3500
9 -10 - 6600 -1700 +2200 -11300 -8100 -19600 - 4400
10-11 + 7500 +1900 -2400 +11700 +9100 +21100 + 5100
11-12 -13300 -2300 +1800 -22500 -10800 -38100 -11500
12-13 +16800 +2900 -2300 +28800 +13800 +48500 +14500
13-14 -24400 -3500 +1700 -42700 -16300 -70600 -22700
14-15 - 4000 - -1000 -8200 -8200 -13200 - 4000
15-16
R
l
+ 3000 +4500 + 1100 +1900 -3200 + 9800 - 3200
R
2
+13300 + 5500 -1100 +47300 +20800 +64100 +12200
Maximum Bending Moment on rear column = 530400 lb. in.
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